2015-05-11 Project Management Meeting
Date
11 May 2015

Attendees
Unknown User (jthomas)
Émerson Hernandez
Daniel Kayiwa
Burke Mamlin
Unknown User (darius)
Wyclif Luyima
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Burke Mamlin sent a follow up email to check for any updates

Condition List: 1 June design forum on how should diagnosis relate encounter diagnosis and condition list? Emerson says
Unknown User (shruthidipali) will join the call.
Web Framework: focus on what we are doing in REST. Would like someone from Bahmni team to walk through what the
code looks like for web application on the OpenMRS side. (How is large angular architecture set up?)
Vertical Packaging: will discuss on 20 May design forum.
Administrative Functions: Wyclif Luyima will demo admin UI on 18 May design forum
RA-61 - Basic admin functions in OpenMRS 2.3 for users, locations, and GPs

ACCEPTED

Basic Order Entry: 13 May design forum Darius will show what he is building for Haiti
Support for MariaDB: Unknown User (lluismf) has been doing some work on this - https://talk.openmrs.org/t/support-formariadb-looking-for-volunteers/1829/7
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Java 8 support: merged code, Wyclif Luyima will send examples of the javadocs need to be cleaned up - https://talk.
openmrs.org/t/we-need-your-help-to-get-openmrs-running-java-8/1874/2
Upgrade Underlying Technologies: Burke Mamlin will reach out to Unknown User (raff) to let him know that Spring and
Hibernate we are leaning on him to lead these
FHIR Support: GSoC project in progress
Remove Legacy UI:

Bahmni: working with order fulfillment ( and line graphs (D3 java script library)
PIH: have taken a small subset of registration module and reference application framework from Haiti and packaging it up
for Liberia as a new clinic opens there we will be able to capture from the beginning and then add more clinical stuff later.
Also working on outpatient care in Haiti.
AMPATH: leaning more and more on REST and angular solutions based on REST. Jonathan Dick is in Indy doing
brainstorming on ETL warehouse to be the primary interface for downstream systems.

on this call once a month we could take a look at the bigger picture. What are the goals we are reaching for?

Action items
Émerson Hernandez will check to see when Bahmni needs to have condition list in UI /18 may/
Burke Mamlin will take outcome from web framework design call on 6 May and create near term outcomes.
Unknown User (darius) will send an email to get Bahmni prepared to share on an upcoming dev forum what it was like to set up OpenMRS as a
large angular based system
Burke Mamlin will follow up with Unknown User (mseaton) about participating on 20 May design forum on vertical packaging

Wyclif Luyima will demo admin UI on 18 May
Wyclif Luyima will send examples of the javadocs that need to be cleaned up in his current Talk thread - https://talk.openmrs.org/t/we-need-yourhelp-to-get-openmrs-running-java-8/1874/2
Burke Mamlin will reach out to Unknown User (raff) to let him know that Spring and Hibernate we are leaning on him to lead these

